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Abstract 56	
 57	
Both the Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW) and Integrated Information Theory (IIT) posit that highly complex 58	

and interconnected networks engender perceptual awareness. GNW specifies that activity recruiting fronto-59	

parietal networks will elicit a subjective experience, while IIT is more concerned with the functional architecture 60	

of networks than with activity within it. Here, we argue that according to IIT mathematics, circuits converging on 61	

integrative vs. convergent yet non-integrative neurons should support a greater degree of consciousness. We 62	

test this hypothesis by analyzing a dataset of neuronal responses collected simultaneously from primary 63	

somatosensory cortex (S1) and ventral premotor cortex (vPM) in non-human primates presented with auditory, 64	

tactile, and audio-tactile stimuli as they are progressively anesthetized with Propofol. We first describe the 65	

multisensory (audio-tactile) characteristics of S1 and vPM neurons (mean and dispersion tendencies, as well 66	

as noise-correlations), and functionally label these neurons as convergent or integrative according to their 67	

spiking responses. Then, we characterize how these different pools of neurons behave as a function of 68	

consciousness. At odds with the IIT mathematics, results suggest that convergent neurons more readily exhibit 69	

properties of consciousness (neural complexity and noise correlation) and are more impacted during the loss 70	

of consciousness than integrative neurons. Lastly, we provide support for the GNW by showing that neural 71	

ignition (i.e., same trial co-activation of S1 and vPM) was more frequent in conscious than unconscious states. 72	

Overall, we contrast GNW and IIT within the same single-unit activity dataset, and support the GNW. 73	

 74	
 75	
 76	
 77	
 78	
 79	
 80	
 81	
 82	
 83	
 84	
 85	
 86	
 87	
 88	
 89	
 90	
 91	
 92	
 93	
 94	
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Introduction 95	
 96	
Understanding the neural architecture enabling arousal or wakefulness (i.e., level or state of consciousness) 97	

and conscious experience (i.e., content of consciousness) remains a central unanswered question in systems 98	

neuroscience despite its profound clinical implications in coma, vegetative-state, minimal-consciousness, and 99	

general anesthesia [1-3]. While in recent years a number of electrophysiological measures of 100	

consciousness/awareness have been proposed [4-6], these tend to be more practical than principled, and 101	

grounded more in the realm of engineering than neurobiology.  102	

 103	

Lacking a mechanistic account of consciousness, a number of theorists and researchers have started from 104	

empirical observations or phenomenological axioms to derive consciousness theories. A number of these 105	

theories share many commonalities - as well as a number of practical and conceptual differences – as 106	

exemplified by two of the most prevailing and influential of these theories: Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW; 107	

[7, 8]) and Integrated Information Theory (IIT;[9-11], but see [12-17], for a number of other theories). 108	

 109	

The GNW posits that an external stimulus will evoke a conscious experience if the associated neural 110	

information is widely distributed across distinct brain areas and networks – most prominently in the pre-frontal 111	

cortex [8]. Rendering sensory information globally available results in a coherent neural assembly of sustained 112	

activity and is most readily indexed via “neural ignition”, the non-linear process whereby in unconscious states 113	

neuronal activation profiles remain encapsulated within their specialized subsystems, whereas in conscious 114	

experiences these activation patterns are widely distributed (see [18] for experimental evidence and [19] for a 115	

recent computational treatise). 116	

 117	

In a similar manner, IIT is a systems-level theory of consciousness also postulating that complex and highly 118	

interconnected neural networks support subjective experience [11, 20]. In contrast to GNW, however, the 119	

mathematics developed in hand with the IIT [9, 11] are argued to apply to all physical networks, and in turn IIT 120	

is arguably more focused on the architecture of networks rather than the activity within these. In more detail, 121	

Tononi and colleagues argue that each conscious experience is highly informative, as it represents a particular 122	

instance among a vast repertoire of potential experiences, and is highly unified, unable of being deconstructed 123	
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into sub-experiences that are each independently perceived [21]. In turn, the IIT specifies that an organism 124	

may support conscious experience if imbued with an information processing architecture that is capable of 125	

supporting both high differentiation (i.e., large repertoire of possible states) and integration (i.e., strong 126	

statistical dependencies between system components). 127	

 128	

Unfortunately, the neurophysiological data that bears directly on these theories is limited, in particular the IIT 129	

given its computational overhead. Indeed, a strength of the IIT is that it explicitly generates a metric of 130	

consciousness level; phi (Φ). This value, phi, can in principle be computed for any information processing 131	

system, as long as the transition probability matrix between nodes of the system are known, and in essence is 132	

proportional to the amount of information gained by knowing the state of all nodes within the system vs. having 133	

access to a limited purview of the system (see [9] for more detail). Regretably, computing this measure in 134	

complex biological systems is impossible from a practical standpoint due to its combinatorial search problem 135	

(but see [22, 23] for interesting approaches circumventing current computing limitations).  136	

 137	

In an effort to provide empirical evidence germane to theories of consciousness, we propose here simple 138	

neurophysiological benchmarks for consciousness as derived from the GNW and IIT, and test them empirically 139	

in single unit recordings in non-human primates. Of note, we must emphasize that the predictions derived 140	

below, are according to IIT mathematics and are logical consequence to IIT and GNW literature, yet are not 141	

necessarily put forward explicitly by either IIT or GNW theorists. Further, these predictions bear on the nature 142	

of neural processing according to these theories, and are mute regarding “what it feels like” [24] or the “Hard 143	

Problem” [25] of consciousness. With these caveats in mind, first we formalize the role of multisensory neurons 144	

that integrate information from multiple sensory modalities (operationalized as being driven by multisensory 145	

stimulation than to unisensory stimulation, “AND” gates) vs. those that converge yet do not integrate 146	

(operationalized as responding to multiple sensory modalities but not being further driven by multisensory 147	

conditions, “XOR” gates = “OR” gates – “AND” gates; see [26] for an early characterization of multisensory 148	

neurons as Boolean gates). Interestingly, IIT mathematics suggests that a simple 3-node network (e.g., 149	

unisensory audio node, unisensory tactile node, and multisensory audio-tactile node) merging on an “AND” 150	

gate bears a greater degree of integrated information than one converging on an “XOR” gate (Φ = 0.78 vs. Φ = 151	
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0.25, respectively; see Supplementary Information online, Figure S1 & S2). Thus, according to this 152	

mathematical observation, it can be argued that as organisms’ transition from consciousness to 153	

unconsciousness, neurons capable of integration should be those most readily impacted, hence providing us 154	

with the first testable prediction (Prediction #1). Second, again derived from IIT mathematics, it may be 155	

suggested that when organisms are conscious, neurons that integrate information should demonstrate neural 156	

properties that are present during consciousness (see below) to a greater degree than do neurons that simply 157	

convergent information (Prediction #2). Finally, according to GNW, neural ignition, indexed as single trial co-158	

activation, should be more readily apparent in conscious than unconscious states (Prediction #3). 159	

 160	

To probe these predictions we simultaneously record single units from the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) 161	

and ventral pre-motor cortex (vPM) of non-human primates as they were presented with audio, tactile, or 162	

audio-tactile stimuli. The monkeys were trained to report the presence of a stimulus (regardless of sensory 163	

modality) via button press in order to determine their trial-to-trial alertness during propofol-induced loss of 164	

consciousness (see [27]). We first characterize both the central (e.g., mean) and dispersion (e.g., variance) 165	

tendencies of multisensory responses in S1 and vPM neurons under normal wakefulness, and based on these 166	

responses, divide neurons into integrative or convergent categories. We then describe the impact of 167	

anesthesia on neuronal ascription to these categories as the animals lose consciousness (testing prediction 168	

#1) and the degree to which they exhibit two neurophysiological indices that vary with consciousness - 169	

complexity [28] and noise correlations [29] (testing prediction #2). Finally, the fact that recordings were 170	

performed simultaneously within a known microcircuit (S1 & vPM; [30]) allowed us to examine single trial 171	

neural ignition as a function of consciousness (testing prediction #3).  172	

 173	
Results 174	
 175	
Characterizing Multisensory Neurons in S1 and vPM 176	
 177	
The data, drawn as a subset of a previously published dataset [27], comprise neural responses recorded from 178	

293 single units in S1 (228 from Monkey E and 65 from Monkey H) and 140 single units in vPM (87 from 179	

Monkey E and 53 from Monkey H) recorded across 26 sessions (16 in Monkey E and 10 in Monkey H). 180	

Responses were recorded as the animals were presented with either combined audiotactile (AT), tactile only 181	
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(T), auditory only (A), or no (N) stimuli, and monkeys performed a detection task in which they were asked to 182	

press and hold a button for 3 seconds after sensory stimulation. Animals were progressively anesthetized with 183	

Propofol, at a rate determined to induce a loss of consciousness within approximately 10 minutes (see [27], 184	

and Methods). Thus, given the pattern of behavioral responses, trials can be divided into bins according to 185	

whether the animal was in an aware and unaware state (see Methods). 186	

 187	

 Firing Rates in S1 and vPM neurons 188	
 189	
Regarding the basic characterization of multisensory neurons in S1 and vPM, firing rates demonstrate 1) a 190	

reliable response to stimulus onset (Figure 1, 1st and 3rd row; colored horizontal bars indicate evoked response 191	

vs. baseline at p<0.01), and 2) a reduction in activity when monkeys were rendered unconscious, both with 192	

regard to spontaneous (i.e., baseline,) and evoked activity (Figure 1, 1st and 3rd row; shaded area represents 193	

the difference between evoked activity when animals were conscious and not at p<0.01). Further, as expected 194	

given the known role of vPM in auditory processing [31], neurons in vPM, but not S1, generally responded to 195	

auditory stimulation (interaction at p<0.01 between 60-210 ms post-stimuli onset).  196	

  197	
Fano Factors in S1 and vPM neurons 198	

 199	
Fano Factors (FF) were calculated to assess inter-trial response variability as a function of brain area, 200	

stimulation type, and state of consciousness. It has been previously reported that FFs are larger in an 201	

unconscious states (~2.2) than in conscious states [29]. Our results support a similar pattern, with FFs values 202	

being on average 1.45 under unconscious conditions and 1.16 under conscious conditions. This pattern fits 203	

nicely with the notion that conscious neural representations are more reproducible than unconscious ones [32]. 204	

The results also show an interesting pattern of variability changes as a function of stimulus onset. Whereas 205	

prior work has shown a reduction in variability upon stimulus onset [33], the current results illustrate larger 206	

reductions in FF upon stimulus presentation in unconscious as opposed to conscious states (see SI for detail). 207	

This observation illustrates that firing rates and FFs are not directly yoked to one another (see [29], for a similar 208	

argument), and thus emphasizes the need to examine both central and dispersion tendencies in the response 209	

profiles of these neural populations. 210	
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 211	
 212	
Figure 1. Time-resolved firing rates and Fano Factors in S1 and vPM as a function of state of consciousness. 213	
Presentation of audiotactile (AT; purple) and tactile (T; blue) stimuli evoked a reliable response in S1, while additionally 214	
the presentation of auditory (A; red) stimuli evoked a reliable response in vPM but not S1. Catch trials (N; black) did not 215	
evoked an increase in neural responses vis-à-vis baseline firing rate (0 on y-axis). Fano Factors were generally larger 216	
under states of unawareness than awareness (not depicted) and interestingly stimuli onset (0 on x-axis) quenched 217	
variability in S1 (particularly onset of AT and T stimuli) but less so (and not differently between states of consciousness) in 218	
vPM. The time-periods demonstrating a significant difference in evoked activity/FF as a function of state of consciousness 219	
(aware = colored, unaware = gray) are shaded in gray, while periods demonstrating a significant response vis-à-vis 220	
baseline are indicated by horizontal lines in each panel.    221	
 222	
 223	

Multisensory Characteristics of S1 and vPM neurons 224	
 225	
Following the observation that neural responses to stimulus presentation were most robust during the 500 ms 226	

immediately following stimulus onset (above, see SI for detail), we performed a spike count during this interval 227	

to characterize the multisensory properties of neurons recorded (see [34] for a similar approach). The 228	

multisensory integrative responses of these neurons were quantified in two ways: relative to the sum of the 229	
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unisensory responses (i.e., relative to the additive prediction; Supra-Additivity Index), and 2) relative to the 230	

most effective unisensory response (i.e., quantifying the magnitude of the enhancement or depression of 231	

response; Enhancement Index [34, 35]. Here we report both indices for completeness, but operationally define 232	

integrative neurons as those with an enhancement index >1 (as both previous reports and the current dataset 233	

indicate that supra-additivity is rare in cortex (e.g., [36, 37]).  234	

 235	
 236	

 237	
 238	
Figure 2. Characterizing multisensory neurons. A neuron whose multisensory response is greater than the sum of 239	
unisensory responses is said to be supra-additive (see A), while if it’s greater than the greatest unisensory response it’s 240	
considered to demonstrate multisensory enhancement (see B). A and B illustrate firing rates above a spontaneous rate 241	
(baseline-correction from -500 to 0ms; y-axis = 0). The distribution of supra-additive indices (left column) and 242	
enhancement indices (see Methods for detail) were normally distributed both in S1 (C and D) and vPM  (E and F), 243	
regardless of whether the animals were aware (black) or unaware (gray). 244	
 245	
From the 293 single units recorded in S1, when the animals were aware 2 had a supra-additive index above 1 246	

(supra-additivity index = 1.23 and 1.01, former depicted in Figure 2a), while another 2 (different neurons) had 247	
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supra-additive responses when the monkeys were rendered unconscious (supra-additivity index=2.01 and 248	

1.01). Thus, supra-additivity is seemingly rare in S1. On the other hand, 100 neurons had enhancement 249	

indices above 1 when the animals were conscious (see Figure 2b, for example), a number that was reduced to 250	

55 when the animals were rendered unconscious (25 of which indicating an Enhancement Index greater than 1 251	

in both aware and unaware states). Regarding vPM neurons, of the 140 neurons recorded, when the animals 252	

were aware 2 had a supra-additive index above 1 (Supra-Additivity Index=1.03 and 1.04), while only a single 253	

neuron was supra-additive when the animals were unconscious (Supra-Additivity Index=1.16, distinct neurons 254	

in aware and unaware cases). Twenty-nine vPM neurons had enhancement indices above 1 when animals 255	

were aware, a number that remained stable at 29 when monkeys were unconscious (2 out of the 29 neurons 256	

were the same in aware and unaware states). Hence, multisensory supra-additivity appears equally infrequent 257	

in S1 as in vPM, and interestingly there are seemingly more neurons demonstrating multisensory 258	

enhancement in S1 than vPM when animals were conscious (S1=34%, vPM=20%) yet approximately equal 259	

proportions when the animals are unconscious (S1=18%, vPM=20%).  260	

 261	

The distributions of supra-additive and enhancement indices are well described by a Gaussian distribution, 262	

both when monkeys were conscious (chi-square goodness-of-fit test, p=0.28 and p=0.24, respectively) and 263	

unaware (p=0.70, and p=0.90, respectively; see [36] for a similar observation; Figure 2c-f). Given this, we can 264	

readily estimate the mean supra-additivity and enhancement indices associated with each neural population 265	

and consciousness state (see for example [38], for an indication that frequency of multisensory neurons and 266	

degree to which integration occurs may be dissociated). A 2 (recording area; S1 vs. vPM) x 2 (consciousness 267	

state; aware vs. unaware) independent samples ANOVA on supra-additive indices (Figure 2c,e) revealed main 268	

effects both of consciousness state (p=0.015) and recording area (p<0.01), where supra-additivity indices were 269	

larger under aware (M=0.52, S.E.M=0.006) than unaware (M=0.50, S.E.M=0.007) states, and larger in S1 270	

(M=0.52, S.E.M=0.006) when compared with vPM (M=0.48, S.E.M=0.006). There was no interaction between 271	

these variables (p=0.47). On the other hand, a similar analysis with regard to enhancement indices suggested 272	

no distinction between consciousness states (p=0.11), no main effect of recording areas (p=0.30), and no 273	

interaction between these variables (p=0.09). These results highlight that the frequency and magnitude of 274	

multisensory integration may be dissociated (e.g., [38] and that supra-additive – where both unisensory 275	
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responses are considered – and enhancement indices – where only the maximal unisensory response is 276	

compared to the multisensory response – may provide very different views into integrative capacity. Further, 277	

the findings indicate a highly heterogeneous population. Taking the example of the enhancement indexes in 278	

S1 (from which a representative multisensory integrative pool may be drawn, N=100, vs. N=29 in vPM) this 279	

metric indicates no overall change in the amount of integration at a population-level and across states of 280	

consciousness, yet examination of the classification of particular neurons reveals dramatic differences; shifting 281	

from 100 to 55 neurons in S1, only 25 of which were classified as integrating information both in aware and 282	

unaware states. 283	

 284	

Fortunately within the current context aimed at examining theories of consciousness (e.g., IIT) we can leverage 285	

this variability to examine the outcome of neurons labeled as integrative or as convergent when animals are 286	

rendered unconscious. Figure 3 depicts the non-mutually exclusive compartmentalization of integrative and 287	

convergent neurons when monkeys were conscious. In this categorization scheme, neurons with an 288	

enhancement index greater than 1 were considered to integrate information. In the conscious state, 43% of 289	

neurons in S1 respond to both audio and tactile stimuli, and thus can be categorized as convergent (figure 3 290	

top left). For vPM, this value is 44% (figure 3 bottom left). When the categorization is done based on integrative 291	

criteria, 52% of neurons in S1 were found to integrate auditory and tactile information (i.e., respond to AT+(AT> 292	

max (A, T); figure 3 top right), while 33% of neurons in vPM were categorized as integrative (figure 3 bottom 293	

right).  294	

 295	
 296	
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 297	
 298	
Figure 3. Non-mutually exclusive classification of neurons in S1 (top row) and vPM (bottom row) as convergent, 299	
integrative, unisensory, or non-responsive. Left column; Neurons whose convolved firing rate excited their 300	
spontaneous rate plus 2 standard deviations for at least 10ms between 0ms and 1000ms post-stimuli onset were 301	
responsive. If they responded to both tactile (T) and auditory (A) stimulation, they were considered convergent (black). On 302	
the other hand, if they responded solely to T or A stimulation, they were respectively labeled as tactile (blue) and auditory 303	
(red). Right column; Differently from the case of convergence, in order to characterize a neuron as integrative, their 304	
response profile to audio-tactile (AT) stimulation had to be examined. First, neurons were classified as responsive or not 305	
(white; as above). Next, if the neuron was responsive to AT stimulation (defined as above) we queried whether during 306	
some epoch between 0ms and 1000ms post-stimuli onset their firing rate to AT stimulation was greater than the sum of A 307	
and T firing rates (supra-additivity; orange) or the maximum of A and T firing rates (enhancement; purple). Lastly, if a 308	
neuron was responsive to AT stimulation but responded less to AT than to unisensory stimulation, the neuron was 309	
classified as demonstrating multisensory depression (green). Lastly, if they neuron did not respond to AT or A stimulation, 310	
but did to T, it was labeled as tactile (blue), while if a neuron did not respond to AT or T, but did to A, it was labeled as 311	
auditory (red). 312	
 313	
 314	
Importantly, in order to examine how this categorization is changed when animals are rendered unconscious 315	

(Prediction #1) and to quantify the extent to which they exhibit properties of consciousness (Prediction #2), we 316	

created mutually exclusive groups. Neurons that failed to respond to the auditory and tactile stimulus 317	

combination more that to the individual stimuli were classified as strictly convergent (convergent yet not 318	
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integrative, or “XOR” gates). Conversely, neurons that responded more vigorously to the multisensory 319	

combination were labeled as integrative neurons, and were operationally categorized as “AND” gates. This 320	

bifurcation of neurons into exclusive groups is important from a statistical perspective (in order not to create 321	

groups that are partially overlapping and overlapping to different extents across states of consciousness and 322	

recordings areas), and most importantly, from a theoretical perspective, creating “AND” and “XOR” neuronal 323	

pools. However, given the initial number of recorded neurons in S1 and vPM, this categorization scheme 324	

yielded a sufficient number of convergent (N=125) and integrative (N=64) neurons in S1, but not in vPM 325	

(convergent, N = 61; integrative, N = 8). Thus, for the analyses specifically probing the difference between 326	

convergent and integrative neurons in light of IIT (Predictions #1 and #2), analyses are restricted to S1. 327	

 328	
 Testing Consciousness Theory in Multisensory Neurons; Information Integration Theory 329	
 330	
Prediction #1; Are integrative neurons most readily impacted by loss of consciousness? A first 331	

neurophysiological prediction that may be derived from the IIT is that network structured around an integrative 332	

neuron should lead to a greater degree of consciousness than one structured around a convergent neuron 333	

(see SI and Introduction). Hence, as an organism is rendered unconscious, the prediction is that integrative 334	

neurons should be most impacted.  335	

 336	

As illustrated in Figure 4a, while a significant portion of S1 neurons labeled as convergent when the monkey 337	

was conscious became responsive exclusively to touch (42.1%) following loss of consciousness, others were 338	

rendered non-responsive (24.1%) or transitioned to responding exclusively to auditory stimulation (2.5%). 339	

31.0% of neurons remained responsive to both auditory and tactile stimulation following loss of consciousness. 340	

On the other hand, of S1 neurons labeled as integrative when the animal was conscious, nearly two-thirds 341	

(62.9%) remained integrative following the loss of consciousness. 18.6% of integrative neurons became 342	

exclusively responsive to tactile stimulation, 2.2% became exclusively responsive to auditory stimulation, and 343	

16.3% became unresponsive. A Chi-squared test demonstrated that these proportions (62.9% remaining as 344	

integrative but only 31.0% remaining as convergent) were significantly different from one another (p=0.001). 345	

Thus, and in contrast to the prediction derived from IIT, convergent neurons were more impacted when 346	

monkeys became unaware. It must be noted that this occurred despite the fact that arguably the requirements 347	
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for being classified as “integrative” (i.e., responding to AT stimuli beyond their spontaneous and responding to 348	

AT stimuli beyond the maximal unisensory response) was more stringent than the bar required for a neuron to 349	

be classified as “convergent” (i.e., responding to A and T stimuli beyond their spontaneous firing rate).  350	

 351	

We further examined whether these anesthesia-induced changes in neuronal responsiveness scaled with the 352	

degree to which neurons may be considered to be integrative. While supra-additivity or multisensory 353	

enhancement are considered to be the hallmarks of multisensory integration [27], many multisensory neurons 354	

respond less vigorously to multisensory stimulation than their maximal response to unisensory stimulation (i.e., 355	

multisensory depression; [35]. Nonetheless, these neurons are still considered to play an important role in 356	

multisensory integration [39]. As illustrated in Figure 4b, while 56.4% of neurons exhibiting multisensory 357	

enhancement during consciousness had this enhancement preserved when the animal was rendered 358	

unconsciousness, only 36.8% of neurons that were categorized as exhibiting multisensory depression 359	

remained in that category upon the transition to unawareness. These proportions were significantly different 360	

from what is expected under the null distribution (p=0.04). In sum, not only are integrative neurons not most 361	

readily impacted during the loss of consciousness, but the more a neuron is driven by paired stimulation 362	

toward response enhancement, the more likely it is to retains this enhancement during unconsciousness. 363	

 364	

 365	
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 366	
 367	
Figure 4. Transitions of S1 convergent and integrative neurons into distinct categories as monkeys are 368	
anesthetized. A) The largest proportion of convergent neurons when monkeys were aware (black, leftmost) became 369	
responsive solely to tactile stimulation (blue) when monkeys were rendered unconscious (second column), while 31.0% 370	
remained as convergent (black, second column). On the other hand, the majority of integrative neurons when monkeys 371	
were aware (rightmost column) remained as integrative (purple, 3rd column). B) Similar to the contrast between 372	
convergent and integrative neurons, when contrasting neurons exhibiting multisensory depression (i.e., responds to AT 373	
but to a lesser extend than to unisensory stimulation) and enhancement (i.e., responds to AT and to a greater degree than 374	
to unisensory stimulation), results suggests that the larger the multisensory gain, the more neurons remain as integrative 375	
(vs. not) when rendered unconscious. 376	
 377	
Prediction #2; Do integrative neurons most readily demonstrate neural properties associated with 378	

consciousness? In addition to probing the fate of convergent and integrative neurons as the animals were 379	

rendered unconscious, we also probed the degree to which these neurons exhibit neurophysiological 380	

properties associated with conscious states. The empirical measure most commonly associated with the IIT is 381	

the perturbation complexity index (PCI; [6]) and a component of this index, Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZ; [28]). In 382	

short, PCI is calculated by perturbing the cortex via transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in an attempt to 383	

engage a distributed brain network, and subsequently compressing the spatiotemporal patterns of neural 384	

activity generated by the perturbation (using LZ) to measure the complexity of the response. In theory, the 385	

more distributed and recurrent the network, the larger should be the spatiotemporal complexity evoked by the 386	

perturbation. This empirical measure was directly derived from the IIT [11] and has been shown to successfully 387	
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differentiate between distinct levels of consciousness [6, 40]. In more simple applications, LZ has also been 388	

applied to resting state [41, 42] and stimulus evoked [43, 44] neural activity (most commonly in scalp EEG 389	

datasets), and similar to PCI, has been shown capable of differentiating between levels of consciousness [41, 390	

42]. Here we first characterize time-resolved LZ complexity in spike trains as a function of consciousness state 391	

and modality of stimulation. The analysis is performed both on baseline-corrected values (in order to compare 392	

the changes evoked by sensory stimulation) and on non-baseline-corrected values (in order to more generally 393	

examine the relationship between LZ complexity in spike trains and level of consciousness). After establishing 394	

predictions based on the state of consciousness in the neural population as a whole, we then bifurcate S1 395	

neurons into convergent or integrative pools, and examine which cohort most faithfully exhibits LZ complexity 396	

values that tracks the animal’s consciousness state.  397	

 398	

As illustrated in Figure 5A, overall LZ complexity was greater (across the entire epoch, see SI) when monkeys 399	

were unaware (Figure 5, 1st and 3rd rows respectively for non-baseline corrected LZ in S1 and vPM) as 400	

opposed to aware. In addition, stimulus evoked suppression of complexity (Figure 5, 2nd and 4th rows) was 401	

more sustained under conscious than unconscious conditions, particularly in S1 (Figure 5A, shaded areas are 402	

significantly different between consciousness states and horizontal colored lines in baseline corrected panels 403	

show interval of evoked reduction in complexity, see SI for detail). These general properties of LZ complexity 404	

were next indexed in convergent and integrative neurons. As depicted in Figure 5B, a 2 (consciousness state; 405	

aware vs. unaware) x 2 (neuron type; convergent vs. integrative) ANOVA on non-corrected values 406	

demonstrated a main effect of awareness (aware; M=0.80, S.E.M=0.001; unaware; M=0.87, S.E.M=0.002; 407	

p<0.01), yet no main effect of neuron type (all p>0.11). Most interestingly, however, there was a significant 408	

interaction between these variables (p<0.01), as convergent neurons (M=0.79, S.E.M.=0.002) had marginally 409	

lower LZ complexity than integrative neurons (M=0.81, S.E.M.=0.002) when monkeys were aware (p=0.052), 410	

yet this pattern reversed when monkeys loss consciousness (integrative; M=0.86, S.E.M.=0.002; convergent; 411	

M=0.88, S.E.M=0.001, p=0.045). Thus, when quantified using uncorrected LZ values, convergent neurons 412	

tracked the state of consciousness – i.e., they exemplified the LZ behavior expected from a given state of 413	

consciousness (Figure 5A) – better than did integrative neurons. A similar analysis corrected for different 414	

baselines indicated a main effect of consciousness state (p<0.01 between 50ms and 700ms post-stimuli 415	
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onset), but failed to indicate a difference between neuron types (all p>0.02), or an interaction between these 416	

variables (all p>0.09). Hence, while the overall level of LZ complexity appeared to differentiate between 417	

convergent and integrative neurons, the duration and/or magnitude of the change in LZ complexity during 418	

evoked responses did not.  419	

 420	

 421	

 422	
 423	
Figure 5. A; Time-resolved evoked Lempel-Ziv Complexity in spiking activity in S1 (top 2 rows) and vPM (bottom 424	
2 rows) neurons as a function of consciousness state (aware = colored; unaware = gray) and sensory stimulation 425	
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(AT = purple, T = blue; A = red; none = back). Most strikingly as illustrated when time-courses were not corrected for 426	
baseline (1st and 3rd rows) results suggest an increase in complexity (y-axis) when monkeys were rendered unconscious. 427	
Further, as better exemplified when correcting for baseline (2nd and 4th rows), the evoked complexity (negative deflection) 428	
is seemingly more sustained when aware than unaware. B; LZ in spiking activity in S1 neurons as a function of 429	
consciousness state (aware = 1st column; unaware = 2nd column) and whether the neuron was determine to 430	
converge (black) or integrate (purple) sensory information when aware. Results suggest that normalized LZ (top row, 431	
y-axis) is higher for integrative than convergent neurons when monkeys are aware (left column) yet this pattern reverses 432	
when monkeys are rendered unconscious (right column). Similarly, the evoked nature of LZ complexity due to AT 433	
stimulation (bottom row) was similarly more sustained for convergent than integrative neurons (particularly when aware; 434	
left column), however there was no significant interaction between consciousness state and neuron type when normalized 435	
LZ complexity was corrected for baseline. 436	
 437	
These complexity results, just like the observed shifts in the distributions of convergent and integrative neurons 438	

following loss of consciousness, point in a direction counter to IIT – in that they suggest that convergent, as 439	

opposed to integrative, neurons more faithfully exhibit properties of consciousness. However, an important 440	

caveat is that there is relatively little empirical work quantifying LZ complexity in spike trains [45, 46]. Hence, it 441	

may be useful to apply a similar logic – contrasting convergent and integrative neurons as a function of 442	

consciousness – while utilizing a better-characterized neurophysiological measure within the context of 443	

consciousness studies. Thus, we next examined noise correlations.  444	

 445	

Noise correlations – the degree to which the response of a pair of simultaneously recorded neurons co-vary 446	

after accounting for the signal – were originally considered to originate from shared sensory noise arising in 447	

afferent sensory pathways [47]. However, more recent studies suggest that correlated noise may also reflect 448	

meaningful top-down signals generated internally within the central nervous system [48]. Most interestingly for 449	

the current work, noise correlations have been shown to be strongly dependent upon state of awareness. For 450	

example, one study has demonstrated a six-fold increase in these correlations under an opioid anesthetic 451	

when compared to wakefulness (unaware = 0.05; aware = 0.008; [29]). Accordingly, we examined noise 452	

correlations as a function of recording area (S1 and vPM), type of sensory stimulation (AT, T, A, and N), and 453	

consciousness state (aware and unaware). In addition to their relevance to the predictive framework laid out in 454	

the Introduction (specifically prediction #2), our assessment of noise correlations in our data set has added 455	

importance as it represents the first measure of the impact of propofol on single unit noise correlations in non-456	

human primates.  457	

 458	
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As illustrated in Figure 6A, noise correlations demonstrated a striking increase from aware (M = 0.02, S.E.M = 459	

0.001) to unaware (M = 0.11, S.E.M = 0.002) states (F=742.76, p<0.001). This effect was independent of 460	

recording area (p = 0.86) and stimulation type (p = 0.33), nor was there an interaction between variables in 461	

driving the degree to which noise correlated across single units (all p>0.11). Thus, the current dataset (utilizing 462	

Propofol) is in general agreement with the opioid-derived observation [29] in that under anesthesia noise 463	

correlations increase by approximately six-fold. 464	

 465	

 466	
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Figure 6. A; Noise correlations in S1 (top) and vPM (bottom) as a function of consciousness state and sensory 467	
stimulation. Violin plots colored (purple  = AT, blue = T, red = A, black = N) represent conscious states, while their gray 468	
counterparts illustrate noise correlations when the monkeys were rendered unconscious. White dots emphasize the mean. 469	
Overall, across all sensory modalities, noise correlations are 6-fold greater under unconscious than conscious states. B; 470	
Noise correlations in integrative and convergent S1 neurons. When monkeys are aware (leftmost panel) integrative 471	
neurons (purple) exhibit a higher degree of noise correlations than neuron that integrate (black), while the contrary is true 472	
when monkeys were rendered unaware (2nd column). Further, when monkeys were aware, the more a neuron exhibited 473	
noise correlations (3rd and 4th panel, x-axis) the greater it’s supra-additive (3rd panel, y-axis) and enhancement (4th panel, 474	
y-axis) indices. White dots represent the mean of each distribution. 475	
 476	
 477	

When restricting noise correlation analysis to the integrative and convergent neurons, we observed significant 478	

main effects of consciousness state (F=91.56, p<0.001) and neuron type (F=19.59, p<0.001), as well as an 479	

interaction between these variables (F=29.63, p<0.001). The interaction seems to be driven by the fact that 480	

when monkeys were unconscious convergent neurons (M=0.16, S.E.M=0.02) showed a greater degree of 481	

noise correlations than integrative neurons (M=0.068, S.E.M=0.008; p<0.001; see Figure 6B), and this 482	

difference disappeared during consciousness (Convergent: M = 0.018, S.E.M = 0.004; Integrative: M=0.028, 483	

S.E.M=0.008; p = 0.067), significant (p=0.067). Thus, while noise correlations were lower during conscious 484	

rather than unconscious states (in the population as a whole), this pattern is most readily apparent in 485	

convergent rather than integrative neurons.  486	

 487	

Overall, the results suggest that consciousness is marked by a reduced degree of noise correlations, and that 488	

integrative neurons poorly track level of consciousness as indexed by this measure. In fact, these findings 489	

suggest a potential negative relationship between the degree of noise correlation that is typically associated 490	

with consciousness on one hand and with integration on the other. Namely, neurons that demonstrate the 491	

greatest degree of integration are those that show the greatest degree of noise correlation (in the conscious 492	

state). In support of this hypothesis, and as illustrated in Figure 6B (middle and right panel), both the supra-493	

additivity (r=0.15, p=0.02) and enhancement (r=0.12, p=0.05) indices were positively correlated with the 494	

degree to which a neuron exhibited noise correlations. 495	

 496	

Testing Consciousness Theory in Multisensory Circuits; Global Neuronal Workspace (Prediction #3). 497	

 498	
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Beyond the characterization of single cell properties (i.e., firing rate, Fano Factor, complexity), it is possible to 499	

leverage the fact that neurons in both S1 and vPM – a well-studied microcircuit [30] – were concurrently 500	

recorded to test another prominent theory of consciousness; the GNW theory [8]. This theory states that 501	

sensory stimuli will elicit a conscious percept when the neural activity associated with the stimuli propagates 502	

through a broad fronto-parietal network following neural ignition. Adapting this theoretical framework to the 503	

current experimental design, GNW predicts a higher likelihood of near concurrent neuronal firing in S1 and 504	

vPM (at the single trial level) when animals are in a conscious state (and thus capable of conscious content) 505	

than when they are unconscious (Prediction #3). 506	

 507	

To test this prediction we define a response threshold as exceeding spontaneous firing by two standard 508	

deviations (see Methods), and then calculate the percentage of trials that result in significant firing in S1, vPM, 509	

or both S1 and vPM, as a function of consciousness and sensory stimulation type. This approach yields 510	

relatively small percentages of trials catalogued as “active”, which is to be expected given Poisson firing (i.e., 511	

the fact that on most trials the firing rates of most neurons change modestly, with relatively few neurons driving 512	

global population changes [33]), the high threshold set for labeling a trial as “active”, and the requirement for 513	

near concurrent firing. This approach, in other words, is statistically conservative. As highlighted in Figure 7 514	

(leftmost panel), results revealed that when animals were conscious, during combined AT stimulation, both S1 515	

and vPM were concurrently active on 1.17% of trials (labeled “Concurrent Activation”). This number is reduced 516	

to 0.96% of trials during T stimulation, to 0.67% of trials during A stimulation, and to 0.28% of catch trials (main 517	

effect of stimulation type during awareness; Friedman Test, χ2 = 135, p < 0.001). The percentage of trials in 518	

which sensory stimulation resulted in the co-activation of S1 and vPM was significantly smaller when animals 519	

were rendered unconscious (main effect of consciousness state, Wilcoxon Test, Z=1135, p<0.001) and did not 520	

differ across stimulation types (Friedman Test during unawareness; χ2=14.32, p=0.64; stimulation type by 521	

consciousness state interaction, Friedman Test of the difference between conscious vs. unconscious as a 522	

function of sensory stimulation type, χ2 =204.78, p<0.001). A similar pattern of results emerged when 523	

examining the number of trials that resulted in the independent activation of S1 and vPM (see SI for detail). 524	

Thus, in S1, 13.2% of AT trials resulted in significant firing when monkeys were conscious, a number that was 525	

reduced to 10.5% in T trials (Wilcoxon, p=1.61e-19), and further reduced to 6.5% in A and 6.1% in N trials (T 526	
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vs. A, p=1.28e-8; A vs. N, p=0.68). In vPM, interestingly, the main effect of trial type in the conscious condition 527	

(see SI) resulted from AT, T, and A all being different from N trials (all p<5.0e-20), as well as from vPM firing 528	

being most likely due to A stimulation (M=8.4%) than to AT (M=7.4%) or T (M=7.5%) stimulation (all p<2.3e-5). 529	

That is, activation of vPM was more probable due to A stimulation than T or AT stimulation – a stipulation that 530	

was not true (in fact opposite) in S1 or when examining co-activation of S1 and vPM. This finding pinpoints that 531	

auditory information must arrive to vPM via a route that is not the same as how tactile information arrives in 532	

vPM (e.g., via S1), a finding that makes a great deal of sense since vPM is known to be part of the auditory 533	

“what” or ventral pathway [49]. Lastly, on the vast majority of trials sensory stimulation did not result in activity 534	

in either S1 or vPM, a finding that is most prominent in unconscious (M=91.0%) than conscious states 535	

(M=81.3%, Z=37949, p < 0.001). 536	

 537	
 538	

 539	
Figure 7. Percentage of trials that result in significant activation of S1, vPM, both or neither area, as a function of 540	
consciousness state and stimulation type. Concurrent activation is defined as the simultaneous activation of S1 and 541	
vPM (leftmost panel). This phenomenon occurs to a greater degree when animals were conscious than unconscious, 542	
during AT (purple), T (blue), or A (red) stimulation, but not during catch trials (no stimulation). 2nd and 3rd panel 543	
respectively demonstrate the number of trials that result in significant activation of S1 and vPM. Interestingly, while AT 544	
and T stimulation seemingly result in a greater percentage of trial demonstrating neural ignition and S1 activation than A 545	
stimulation, this is not the case for activation of vPM. Namely, auditory information seemingly reaches prefrontal areas via 546	
other routes. Lastly, rightmost panel illustrates the percentage of trials that do not result in significant activation; here the 547	
percentage is greater in unconscious than conscious trials, regardless of type of sensory stimulation. White dots represent 548	
the mean of each distribution.  549	
 550	
Thus, the overall pattern of results incorporating all cells recorded illustrate that when monkeys were conscious 551	

and sensory stimuli were being presented a greater number of trials resulted in co-activation of both primary 552	
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sensory and “associative” areas than when animals were unconscious. The finding is in line with the GNW 553	

theory, but may represent a trivial result given that a larger number of trials also show exclusive activation in 554	

S1 or vPM when the animals were conscious. Hence, for pure probabilistic reasons, co-activation of S1 and 555	

vPM would be more likely under conscious than unconscious conditions. To address this concern, in a second 556	

step of analysis, we multiplied the likelihood of observing activation in S1 by the likelihood of observing 557	

activation in vPM and contrasted this predicted value to that observed (for both conscious and unconscious 558	

conditions). As shown in Figure 8, results demonstrated that in both the aware (M=0.49%, one-sample t-test to 559	

zero, p=2.79e-22) and unaware (M=0.08%, one-sample t-test to zero, p = 2.95e-13) cases, co-activation of S1 560	

and vPM was more likely than what would be predicted by simply multiplying probabilities (Figure 8, y = 0). 561	

More importantly, the degree to which co-activation exceeded this prediction was greater under conscious 562	

conditions than under unconscious conditions (t=6.2, p=6.41e-10).  563	

 564	

Lastly, as the previous results (Figures 5, 6; testing the IIT) had suggested that convergent neurons exhibited 565	

properties of consciousness to a greater degree than integrative ones, we sought to determine whether this 566	

was also true for these co-activation results. As illustrated in Figure 8 (center and right-most panels) co-567	

activation was generally more common when monkeys were conscious (M=1.5%) than unconscious (M=0.3%, 568	

Mann-Whitney U, p<0.001). Further, these likelihoods interacted with neuron type. Co-activation was not 569	

distinct in convergent and integrative neurons when the animals were aware (convergent, M = 1.8%; 570	

integrative, M = 1.6%, p=0.37). In contrast, convergent neurons demonstrated less co-activation than 571	

integrative neurons when the animals were aware (convergent, M=0.26%; integrative, M=0.31%, p=0.004).   572	
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Figure 8. Neural ignition as a function of conscious state. A) Difference in the observed percentage of trials resulting 574	
in neural ignition due to AT stimulation from the percentage of trials that would be predicted based on S1 and vPM 575	
activation alone (y = 0), as a function of conscious state (aware = purple; unaware = gray). B) Neural ignition due to AT 576	
stimulation in integrative (purple) and convergent (black) neurons as a function of consciousness state (aware = left; 577	
unaware = right). White dots represent means of the distribution.  578	
 579	
 580	
Discussion 581	
 582	
Detailing the neural mechanisms enabling wakefulness (i.e., consciousness-level) and conscious experiences 583	

(i.e., consciousness-level) is a central question within systems neuroscience [7]. As such, several theoretical 584	

frameworks have been put forth [7, 8, 11-17, 50]. Two of the most influential of these are Information 585	

Integration Theory (IIT; [11, 50]) and Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW; [7, 8]). Unfortunately, these theories 586	

have seldomly been tested neurophysiologically, and never within the same dataset. A series of concrete 587	

predictions can be generated from these theories, and in the current work we sought to generate such 588	

predictions and test them.   589	

 590	

Starting from IIT mathematics, a strong prediction that can be made is that as an organism transitions from 591	

conscious to unconscious states, central integrative hubs (vs. convergent hubs) of neural networks should be 592	

most impacted. Indeed, IIT states that the greater the information possessed by a network above and beyond 593	

its constituent parts, the more conscious the system [11, 50]. Level of consciousness may be calculated and 594	

represented as the variable phi (Φ). We demonstrate that within a simple three-node network, if the central 595	

node is an integrative (“AND” gate) node as opposed to a convergent (“XOR” gate) node, the value of Φ triples 596	

(see SI). In evaluating the neuronal data, we categorized neurons as either convergent or integrative and 597	

examined which class was most impacted by propofol administration. The assumption here is that cross-modal 598	

neurons in S1 and vPM receive information regarding the different senses from upstream areas, S1 and vPM 599	

in turn being the central node composed of “AND” and “XOR” functionality. Of course, this is an over-simplified 600	

biological neural network, but one that permits testing predictions derived from the IIT from a 601	

neurophysiological perspective. Contrary to our IIT-derived predictions, convergent, as opposed to integrative, 602	

neurons were most impacted by the administration of anesthesia. To further test predictions derived from IIT, 603	

we reasoned that when organisms were conscious, integrative neurons should exhibit neurophysiological 604	

properties of consciousness to a greater extent than convergent neurons (i.e., supporting lower phi-values). 605	

The two measures chosen were Lempel-Ziv complexity and noise correlations, and we examined these as a 606	
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function of stimulation type and conscious state. It is important to note that we do not aim to explain why neural 607	

complexity or noise correlations are altered by consciousness state, but simply to use these measures as 608	

“features of consciousness” and index how these properties are modulated in integrative vs. convergent 609	

neurons as a function of consciousness. Complexity was chosen as it is the measure most often used within 610	

the IIT framework (e.g., [41, 42] – though the relationship between Φ, Lempel-Ziv complexity, TMS-evoked 611	

complexity (PCI) and stimulus-evoked complexity is far from clear [51]). The study of noise correlations was 612	

chosen as this measure has a stronger tradition within neurophysiology, and prior studies [29] have shown 613	

substantial increases in noise correlations after administration of an opioid anesthetic. Here again, findings 614	

indicated that convergent neurons most closely tracked the animals’ consciousness state. Taken together, the 615	

findings of these neurophysiological analyses fail to provide strong empirical support for the IIT.  616	

 617	

One of the novel findings of the current study is that under propofol – a GABAA potentiator [52] – noise 618	

correlations are approximately six-fold greater than during wakefulness. This finding is in line with previous 619	

single unit recordings under a different anesthetic (opioid; [29]) and concordant with a recent graph theory 620	

analysis of electrophysiological data showing that a change in local information processing efficiency – a 621	

measure that changes with noise correlations - could differentiate between distinct levels of responsiveness 622	

due to propofol administration [53].  623	

 624	

The second theory tested was GNW [7, 8]. In GNW the core concept is that during wakefulness a conscious 625	

experience should result in neural ignition – the broadcasting of sensory evidence throughout the brain. 626	

Concordant with the basic tenets of GNW, our results suggest that the co-activation of primary sensory areas 627	

and higher-order areas on a single trial is more likely under conscious than unconscious conditions. 628	

Importantly, the occurrence of this co-activation exceeded the expected values derived from the probability of 629	

noting S1 and vPM activations alone. In addition to these co-activation findings, we analyzed firing rates in a 630	

time-resolved fashion, which allowed us the opportunity to see whether firing rates to sensory stimulation 631	

during consciousness were more sustained than during unconsciousness. As predicted by the GNW and well 632	

established in electroencephalography and electrocorticography [54, 55, 56], neural activity was more 633	
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sustained when animals were conscious (vs. unconscious). Taken together, our results provide empirical 634	

support (again through the lens of single neurons) for the GNW theory.    635	

 636	

In addition to providing empirical neurophysiological evidence relevant to two prevailing theories of 637	

consciousness, our results make several novel contributions to the study of multisensory integration. First, to 638	

our knowledge, this is the first report to detail that supra-additivity and enhancement indices are normally 639	

distributed in both vPM and S1 of non-human primates (see [57], for a categorization of S1 neurons 640	

demonstrating enhancement and supra-additivity in rats). Second, we observed a large number of neurons 641	

exhibiting multisensory enhancement in S1 and vPM, yet very few that exhibited supra-additivity. These results 642	

comport well with the known multisensory convergence in vPM [58, 59], but also represent the first evidence 643	

that these neurons can integrate this information. Third, we detail the dispersion tendencies associated with 644	

the firing patterns of (multi)sensory neurons in S1 and vPM. Variance in neuronal firing may be a result of a 645	

variety of causes [33], both internal to the neuron or as a network property. Interestingly, while the Fano Factor 646	

is likely impacted by both these sources, an elevation in noise correlations likely reflects a source of co-647	

modulation. Thus, the current results demonstrating an increase in both Fano Factor and noise correlations 648	

during unconsciousness suggests a dynamical system in which the firing patterns of individual neurons are 649	

becoming more chaotic yet the population as a whole is more synchronously co-activated; an observation that 650	

is in line with reports suggesting a potentiation of slow oscillations and a reduction of high-frequencies during 651	

unawareness [27]. Finally, from the observations that conscious states are seemingly associated with low 652	

noise correlations and that neurons showing multisensory convergence (as opposed to integration) more 653	

faithfully track consciousness according to this metric, we reasoned that perhaps a high degree of noise 654	

correlation is beneficial to multisensory integration. In fact, our results suggest a positive correlation between 655	

the amount a neuron shares noise with its neighbors, and the degree to which it exhibits multisensory 656	

integration. We find this result particularly interesting, as multisensory integration is a special form of 657	

integration – a form that has minimal shared variance at the periphery, since information is transduced by 658	

different sensory organs. This relationship between shared noise and greater multisensory integration may be 659	

a result of larger dendritic arborizations in integrative neurons (see [60, 61]), and may represent the neural 660	
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instantiation of the postulation that stimulus correlation detection subserves the synthesis of information across 661	

the senses [62-64]. 662	

 663	

In conclusion, we started from the IIT [11] and the GNW [7, 8] to derive neurophysiological predictions relating 664	

to consciousness. We then leveraged multisensory neurons and circuits to functionally label neurons as 665	

convergent and integrative, and used these categorical distinctions to test IIT and GNW-derived predictions. 666	

The neurophysiological results generally support the GNW and not the IIT. However, important caveats exist. 667	

First, it is possible that the predictions we generated according to the IIT represented a higher bar to clear than 668	

those we generated from the GNW. Indeed, this is a strength of the IIT (i.e., making strong prediction) – and 669	

thus future work should aim at continuing to translate theoretical postulates into concrete hypotheses, and 670	

subsequently testing these hypotheses. Second, the IIT predictions derived and tested here represent the 671	

simplest implementation and interpretation of the theory possible. Only three nodes were used, and only a 672	

single node was changed in calculating different phi values. Further, we have assumed that single unit spiking 673	

activity was a good approximation of the behavior of “nodes” within the IIT. This is far from trivial, as for 674	

example, in the IIT formalism nodes are either “on” or “off”, yet real neurons can show graded levels of activity. 675	

Third, while simultaneously recording from S1 and vPM lends nicely to testing the GNW – given their known 676	

micro-circuitry [30, 31] – it may be argued that these areas are not ideal for testing the IIT. Indeed, Koch and 677	

colleagues [65], researchers supporting the IIT, recently suggest that anatomical correlates of consciousness 678	

are primarily localized to a “posterior hot zone”. Thus, in the future it may be interesting to test similar ideas to 679	

those presented here in the posterior parietal cortex (but see [66] for arguments suggesting that the neural 680	

correlates of consciousness are in the “front” of the brain). Beyond specific objections related to the IIT, it must 681	

be emphasized that the results reported here are exclusive for propofol anesthesia. Hence, generalization of 682	

these results to the broader domain of consciousness must be done with caution. Future work may aim at 683	

replicating the above-described findings during the administration of several distinct anesthetics – the union of 684	

effects safely being able to be ascribed to consciousness. Further, it must be acknowledged that IIT is primarily 685	

a theory of consciousness-level, while GNW primarily focuses of consciousness-content. These different 686	

aspects of consciousness are closely related (as one does not consciously perceive the external environment if 687	

in an unconscious state), but dissociable. Here both aspects were conflated (i.e., it is assumed animals did not 688	
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hear the auditory tone during unconscious-level), as the primary aim was to contrast IIT and GNW from a 689	

neurophysiological perspective. However, in the future it will be interesting to dissociate these dimensions. 690	

Lastly, the degree to which these findings generalize from macaques to humans is unknown. Regardless of 691	

model organism (macaque, human, or other), we consider that using sensory stimulation from distinct and 692	

multiple sensory modalities (e.g., [44, 67, 68] – as highlighted in the current report - may afford important 693	

leverage in the study of perceptual awareness and consciousness level by allowing functional characterization 694	

of neurons and neuronal ensembles. 695	

 696	
Materials and Methods 697	
 698	
 Animal Model 699	
 700	
Animals were handled according to the institutional standards of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and an 701	

approved protocol by the institutional animal care and use committee at the Massachusetts General Hospital. 702	

Two adult male monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 10 –12 kg) were used.  703	

  704	
 Behavioral Task and Experimental Procedure 705	
 706	
The animals were trained in a behavioral task wherein following the onset of a start tone (1000 Hz, 100 ms, 707	

see Figure 9A, first row) they were required to initiate each trial by holding down a button with their hand 708	

ipsilateral to the recording hemisphere. In order to successfully launch a trial (before loss of consciousness), 709	

the animals were required to hold the button within 1.5 seconds of the trial onset tone (Figure 9A, second row). 710	

Then, following button press, within a uniform random delay between 1 and 3 seconds (Figure 9, blue shaded 711	

area with dashed contour representing a variable delay) one of four sensory stimulus sets was delivered 712	

(tactile air puffs, T; auditory stimuli, A; simultaneous auditory and tactile, AT; no stimuli, N; Figure 9A depicts 713	

an AT trial, and hence T, A, and N trials are shaded). Air puffs during T trials were delivered at 12 psi to the 714	

lower part of the face contralateral to the recording hemisphere via a computer-controlled regulator with a 715	

solenoid valve (AirStim; San Diego Instruments). The eye area was avoided. Auditory stimuli during A trials 716	

were pure tones at 4000 Hz and at 80 dB SPL generated by a computer and delivered using two speakers 40 717	

cm from the animal. Audiotactile (AT) trials were simply the joint and simultaneous presentation of A and T 718	

trials. N trials were catch trials were no stimulus was presented. White noise (50 dB SPL) was applied 719	

throughout the trial to mask inherent noise derived from air puff and mechanical apparatus. All of the stimulus 720	
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sets were presented randomly to the animal regardless of their behavioral response throughout the recording 721	

session. Following the presentation of the sensory stimulus the animals were required to keep holding the 722	

button down until the presentation of liquid reward (3 seconds post stimuli onset, Figure 9A bottom row and 723	

second blue interval). The monkeys were trained to perform a correct response on >90% of the trials 724	

consistently for longer than 1.5 hours in an alert condition. The animal’s performance during the session was 725	

monitored and simultaneously recorded using a MATLAB-based behavior control system [69, 70]. Trial-by-trial 726	

behavioral responses were binned as a correct response (button holding until the trial end and release), failed 727	

attempt (early release, late touch, or no release of the button), or no response (Fig. 1C). Loss of 728	

consciousness was defined as the first no-response trial that was consistently followed by a lack of responses 729	

for the rest of anesthesia (see Figure 9B for an exemplar session where the cumulative sum of trials 730	

categorized as correct responses raises quickly initially and then saturates, while the cumulative sum of trials 731	

categorized as no-response is initially stagnant at zero and subsequently raises rapidly following approximately 732	

280 trials).  733	

 734	
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 735	
Figure 9. Experimental Procedure, Methods, and Neurophysiology Preprocessing. A) Experimental task; animals 736	
were required to press a button within 1.5 seconds following a start tone. Subsequently, following a random delay 737	
between 1 and 3 seconds post button press (dashed blue area) they were presented with a sensory stimulus (audiotactile, 738	
AT (purple); tactile, T (blue); or auditory, A (red)) or not (faded black, N). In this case an AT trial is illustrated, and hence 739	
represented in a continuous line, while T, A, and N are dashed and shaded. After a fixed delay of 3 seconds post stimulus 740	
onset, if the monkey was still holding the button, it was given a liquid reward and allowed to stop pressing the button. The 741	
trial depicted is a correct response trial, but a trial could also be categorized as failed response (e.g., released the button 742	
too soon) or a no-response trial (e.g., the monkey never executed button press). B) Cumulative sum of trial categories 743	
(leftmost; light gray = correct response; center, dark gray = failed response; rightmost, black = no response). Initially all 744	
trials are correct, but as propofol is administered, the animal falls unconscious and does not execute the button press. 745	
Unawareness is defined as the period between the first no-response trial that is consistently followed by a lack of 746	
responses for the rest of anesthesia. C) A schematic of a monkey brain depicting areas S1 and vPM, where neurons were 747	
recorded and example raster plots from a neuron in S1. Responses during an aware period are depicted on the top row, 748	
while the bottom row illustrates activity during unawareness. The first column shows audiotactile trials, the second 749	
illustrates tactile trials, the third shows audio trials, and the last column shows spiking activity during trials with no sensory 750	
stimuli. On the x-axis is time (in seconds, centered at stimuli onset) and on the y-axis is trial number. 751	
 752	
 Anesthesia  753	
 754	
Thirty minutes after initiating each recording session, propofol was infused for 60 minutes at a fixed rate (200 755	

g/kg/min for Monkey E, and 230 or 270 g/kg/min for Monkey H) through a vascular access port. The infusion 756	

rate of propofol was a priori determined to induce loss of consciousness in approximately 10 minutes for each 757	
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animal. No other sedatives or anesthetics were used during the experiment. The animal’s heart rate and 758	

oxygen saturation were monitored continuously throughout the session (CANL-425SV-A Pulse Oximeter; Med 759	

Associates). The animals maintained >94% oxygen saturation throughout the experiments. 760	

 761	
 Neurophysiology Data Recording and Preprocessing 762	
 763	
Before starting the study, a titanium head post was surgically implanted on each of the two animals. A vascular 764	

access port was equally surgically implanted in the internal jugular vein (Model CP6; Access Technologies). 765	

Once the animals had mastered the behavioral task described above, extracellular microelectrode arrays 766	

(Floating Microelectrode Arrays; MicroProbes) were implanted into S1 and vPM through a craniotomy (see 767	

Figure 9C). Microelectrodes were also implanted in S2, but due to insufficient recorded neurons caused by a 768	

technical malfunction, here we focus our report on recordings from S1 and vPM. Each array (1.95x2.50 mm) 769	

contained 16 platinum–iridium recording microelectrodes (0.5 MΩ, 1.5– 4.5 mm staggered length) separated 770	

by 400 µm. Landmarks on cortical surface and stereotaxic coordinates [71] guided the placement of arrays. A 771	

total of five arrays were implanted in Monkey E (two arrays in S1, one in S2, and two in vPM, all in the left 772	

hemisphere) and four arrays in Monkey H (two arrays in S1, one in S2, and one and vPM; all in the right 773	

hemisphere). The recording experiments were performed after 2 weeks of recovery following the array surgery. 774	

All experiments were conducted in a radio frequency shielded recording enclosure. 775	

 776	

Neural activity was recorded continuously and simultaneously from S1 and vPM through the microelectrode 777	

arrays while the animals were performing the behavioral task. Analog data were amplified, band-pass filtered 778	

between 0.5 and 8 kHz, and sampled at 40 kHz (OmniPlex; Plexon). The spiking activity (see Figure (9C) was 779	

obtained by high-pass filtering at 300 kHz and applying a minimum threshold of 3 standard deviations in order 780	

to exclude background noise from the raw voltage tracings on each channel. Subsequently all action potentials 781	

were sorted using waveform principal component analysis (Offline Sorter; Plexon) and binned into 1 ms bins, 782	

effectively rendering the sampling rate 1kHz. 783	

 784	
 Neurophysiology Data Analyses 785	
 786	
Firing Rate and Fano Factor 787	
 788	
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Both central and dispersion tendencies of single-unit spiking activity in S1 and vPM were quantified as a 789	

function of stimulus modality as it is well-established that mean firing rates alone do not fully characterize the 790	

properties of neural activity [33]. Regarding firing rates, spikes were first binned in 1ms intervals, and epochs 791	

were centered on stimuli onset, ranging from 2000ms prior to stimuli onset (i.e., -2000ms), to 2000ms after 792	

stimuli onset. Subsequently spike counts were effectuated within a 100ms window, between -500ms and 793	

1000ms, and in steps of 10ms. It must be noted that this analysis essentially low-passes time, and hence the 794	

exact timing of reported effects should not be emphasized. Analyses of firing rates were conducted both on 795	

baseline-corrected and non-corrected rates. The contrast of non-corrected rates allows for determining the 796	

impact of propofol on baseline firing, while the analysis on baseline-corrected rates allows specifically querying 797	

the evoked-responses to stimuli onset. That is, for the baseline-corrected rates, every spike count function was 798	

centered along the y-axis (i.e., spikes/s) to zero according to their own baseline firing (-500 to 0ms post-stimuli 799	

onset). In this manner, positive deviations from 0 indicate an increased in firing rate, while negative deflections 800	

indicate a silencing in spiking activity post-stimuli onset with respect to baseline. Spike counts were first 801	

averaged within a cell and across trials, and subsequently across neurons. In terms of statistical analyses, as 802	

the temporal dynamics of spiking activity was of interest, in particular within the GNW theory [7, 8] emphasizing 803	

sustained activity in aware and not unaware states, we conducted a time-resolved (at each 10ms time-point, 804	

151 in total) 2 (State; Aware vs. Unaware) x 2 (Area; S1 vs. vPM) x 4 (Stimulation; AT, T, A, N) independent 805	

samples analysis of variance (ANOVA). As spiking rates were not normally distributed (i.e., presence of a true 806	

floor, in that negative spikes are not possible), the ANOVAs for non-baseline corrected rates were conducted 807	

on log-transformed data. On the other hand, the subtraction of evoked activity to baseline activity did yield 808	

normal distributions, and hence this data is analyzed without log-transform. The inter-dependence of 809	

observations is difficult to ascertain within a neural network composed of neurons whose precise connections 810	

are unknown, and thus independent as opposed to dependent ANOVAs were conducted in order to adopt the 811	

most conservative approach (i.e., within-samples ANOVAs are statistically stronger than between-samples 812	

analyses). Similarly, in order to protect against Type I error (i.e., false positives) significant effects were only 813	

considered at α < 0.01 for at least 3 consecutive windows (i.e., 30 time-points; see [44], for a similar approach 814	

with time-series data). 815	

 816	
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Regarding the inter-trial variance in evoked responses associated with the distinct states of consciousness, 817	

stimuli modalities, and brain areas, fano factors (i.e., ratio of spike-count variance to spike-count mean) were 818	

calculated [70]. Indeed, repeated trials do not yield identical responses, and this variance is associated both 819	

with cellular and molecular processes involved in spike generation at the axon hillock (e.g., refractory periods) 820	

and network-level properties [63]. Conveniently the neuron-specific variance is largely consiered to be well 821	

accounted by a Poisson point process (i.e., mean and variance scale), and hence a fano factor of 1 [33, 64]. 822	

Fano factors in excess of 1, thus, may be considered to index variability that is associated with network-level 823	

properties and this variability is typically reduced at stimuli onset. Here, therefore, we report time-resolved fano 824	

factor both corrected for baseline (in order to examine putative network-level decreases in inter-trial variability 825	

as a function of stimuli onset, awareness state and sensory modality), and not corrected for baseline (in order 826	

to assess basal cell-specific and network level inter-trial variability as a function of awareness state). Statistical 827	

analysis is conducted as described above for firing rates. 828	

 829	
Neural Index of Multisensory Integration 830	
 831	
The hallmark for multisensory integration at the single unit level is an evoked response to multisensory stimuli 832	

(e.g., AT) that may not be linearly predicted by responses to the constituent unisensory stimuli (e.g., A and T; 833	

[73]. Thus, given the time-resolved results demonstrating sustained activity to sensory stimulation until 834	

approximately 500ms post-stimuli onset, mean spike counts to AT, T, A, and N trials were executed within this 835	

time period (see [34], for a similar approach). Subsequently, the i) supra-additivity and ii) enhancement index 836	

of each neuron was computed (according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively). Historically, supra-additivity – the 837	

degree to which a multisensory response exceeds the sum of unisensory responses (Eq. 1) - was considered 838	

the clearest indication of multisensory facilitation); nonetheless this feature is not as prominent in cortex as it is 839	

in sub-cortex [39, 73]. Thus, we supplement the supra-additivity index with the enhancement index – the 840	

degree to which a multisensory response is greater than the maximal response to unisensory stimuli (see Eq. 841	

2). An enhancement index above 1 indicates a neuron that is further driven by multisensory than unisensory 842	

stimulation. Supra-additivity (Eq. 1) and enhancement (Eq. 2) indices were computed as follows;  843	

 844	
 845	

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑎 − 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝐴𝑇!"

𝐴!" + 𝑇!"
                    𝐸𝑞. 1 
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 846	
 847	

𝐸𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝐴𝑇!"

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐴!" ,𝑇!"
                    𝐸𝑞. 2 

 848	
where 𝐴𝑇!" is the mean baseline-corrected firing rate for a particular neuron to audiotactile stimulation, 𝑇!" is 849	

the mean baseline-corrected firing rate for the particular neuron to tactile stimulation, and finally 𝐴!" is the 850	

mean baseline-corrected firing rate for the particular neuron to auditory stimulation. 851	

 852	
Bifurcation Into Convergence and Integration 853	
 854	
Modeling results based on the IIT specify that a network converging on a neuron that integrates information, as 855	

opposed to responding indiscriminately, ought to support a greater degree to consciousness. Hence, here we 856	

aim at testing two predictions that may follow from the IIT; i) as an organism falls into unconsciousness, the 857	

neurons that are most impacted are those that integrate information (i.e., putatively anesthetics act on these 858	

neurons preferentially), and ii) neurons that integrate information exhibit the properties of consciousness when 859	

the organism is conscious. To test these predictions, we divide our population of neurons into those that 860	

integrate vs. converge (Figure 4 and beyond). However, initially we simply describe the proportion of neurons 861	

that fit within each category (Figure 5) in a non-mutually exclusive fashion. A neuron that converges 862	

information is defined as a neuron that on average (i.e., across trials) responds – spike count from 0 to 500ms 863	

- to both unisensory auditory and tactile information beyond its baseline firing rate (-500ms to 0ms) plus 2 864	

standard deviations. That is, in order to qualify as convergent, the spiking count of a neuron to AT stimulation 865	

does not need to be examined. On the other hand, a neuron that integrates information is defined as a neuron 866	

that is most readily driven by the simultaneous presence of A and T information. Thus, neurons that respond to 867	

AT stimulation (as defined above) and do so to a greater degree than their maximal unisensory response (i.e., 868	

enhancement index above 1) were initially classified as integrative. Importantly, beyond Figure 3 (e.g., to 869	

categorize the fate of neurons when the animal becomes unconscious and quantify neural complexity, noise 870	

correlations, and neural ignition) two mutually exclusive classes are created. Neurons that respond 871	

indiscriminately to sensory stimulation and not preferentially to multisensory vs. unisensory presentations are 872	

classified as convergent, while those that exhibit multisensory enhancement without being considered 873	

convergent are taken to integrate information. Given the initial number of neurons in S1 and vPM, this 874	

bifurcation yielded a sufficient quantity of neurons exclusively categorized as convergent (N = 125) and 875	
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integrative (N = 64) in S1, but not in vPM (convergent, N = 61; integrative, N = 8) – thus, for the analyses 876	

specifically probing the difference between convergent and integrative neurons, analyses are restricted to S1. 877	

Further, given the heterogeneity of neuron’s spike trains (see Figures 1-3) for Figure 3 and beyond we 878	

considered a neuron as fitting within a particular category (e.g., A, T, AT convergent, AT integrative) if at some 879	

point between 0ms and 1000ms post-stimuli onset they met the particular criteria for at least 50 consecutive 880	

ms.   881	

 882	

Equally of note, in Figure 3 neurons that are labeled to integrate auditory and tactile information (purple, 883	

orange, and green) are not first indexed for their unisensory responses. That is, while in S1, 49% of neurons 884	

are classified as responding to a greater extent to AT stimulation than to the maximum unisensory stimulation, 885	

this latter unisensory response is not necessarily different from baseline activity. We consider this approach 886	

appropriate within the current aim of leveraging multisensory responses in querying consciousness theories, 887	

but it must be highlighted that multisensory enhancement may be more strictly considered to apply only when 888	

tactile, auditory, and audiotactile responses are different from baseline, and the latter responses is greater than 889	

the maximal of the former two [27]. Indeed, the categorization here is more in line with the recent emphasis 890	

within the study of multisensory integration to index covert multisensory processes [36], in particular within 891	

classically considered primary sensory areas [74], than with the original description of multisensory integration 892	

in the late eighteens and early nineties [73].  893	

 894	

Lempel-Ziv Complexity 895	
 896	
Categorizing the complexity of neural representations – operationalized as the number of distinct patterns 897	

present in data – has become of increasing popularity as of late (e.g., [11; 33]) in particular due to its ability to 898	

differentiate between states of consciousness given scalp electrophysiological data [6] and the belief that 899	

complexity is at least indirectly related to functional differentiation/integration, paramount notions with the IIT 900	

[11]. In order to quantify neural complexity, here we measure the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity [28] associated 901	

with each spike train evoked as a consequence of AT, T, A, or N trials, and as a function of the animals’ 902	

consciousness state. LZ complexity measures the approximate quantity of non-redundant information 903	

contained within a string by estimating the minimal size of the “vocabulary” necessary to describe the entirety 904	
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of the information contained within the string in a lossless manner [28]. That is, it is a lossless compression 905	

algorithm (routinely used in ZIP files and TIFF images), and it is utilized to measure the number of distinct 906	

patterns in symbolic sequences, in particular within binary signals. LZ is impacted by the overall entropy within 907	

a signal [45]; i.e., a binary string composed almost exclusively of ‘0’ will not have a high LZ, not due to the 908	

arrangement of those ‘1’, but simply because there are not many of them). Thus, here, to equate entropy 909	

across conditions we first converted spike trains into a continuous measure by convolving each trial with a 910	

Gaussian kernel with σ=50ms, and then binarized each time-point within this trial by assigning a ‘1’ to time-911	

points above the trial mean, and ‘0’ to time-points below the trial mean. Next, LZ was computed (28) in 912	

MATLAB within a sliding window moving between -500ms and 750ms post-stimuli onset, a length of 100ms, 913	

and step size of 50ms. Lastly, the same procedure was executed while randomly shuffling the binary sequence 914	

before calculating LZ. This shuffled LZ time-series represents a theoretical upper bound (i.e., random data has 915	

a higher LZ) and was used to normalize the calculated LZ from the non-shuffled data. Hence, a normalized LZ 916	

of 1 indicates ‘as complex as random noise’, while lower values indicate the presence of structure in the data 917	

(see [43, 44], for a similar approach). Statistical analysis largely followed that of firing rates and fano factors, 918	

which exception that data were never log-transformed as they were normally distributed. Analysis was 919	

effectuated both on baseline-corrected values, in order to compare the negative deflection present during 920	

stimulus onset (see [43] for a similar findings) and most importantly, on non-corrected values, in order to 921	

examine the basal complexity in spiking activity as a function of consciousness and whether neurons were 922	

categorized as convergent or integrative. 923	

 924	
Noise Correlations 925	
 926	
While LZ complexity is arguably the most often utilized measure within the IIT framework [11], it is not a 927	

traditional measure within neurophysiology. Thus, we sought to further probe the properties of convergent and 928	

integrative neurons – and their correspondence with the alteration in the particular measure as a function of 929	

consciousness state – with a neurophysiological measure that is well established to alter with consciousness 930	

state. Noise correlations [29] express the amount of covariability in the trial-to-trial fluctuations of responses of 931	

two neurons to repeated presentations of the same stimuli, are central to questions of coding accuracy and 932	

efficiency [75], and are well-established to be altered by consciousness state [29]. Thus, this measure was 933	
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computed both in S1 and vPM neurons, as a function of consciousness state and stimuli modality. Noise 934	

correlations where computed as the Pearson correlation between all pairs of neurons recorded simultaneously 935	

within the same session (see [29] for a similar approach). Spike counts were effectuated for each trial on the 936	

500ms immediately following stimuli presentation (defined above as the average time-period of neural 937	

response, and in concert with [29]. We considered the noise correlation for a particular neuron it’s average 938	

correlation with all other neurons recorded in the same session. 939	

 940	
Neural Ignition 941	
 942	
The GNW model points to the late amplification of relevant sensory activity, long-distance cortico-cortical 943	

synchronization at beta and gamma frequencies, and ignition of large-scale fronto-parietal networks as neural 944	

measures of consciousness [8]. To test this prediction, we query at the single trial level whether sensory 945	

stimulation leads to co-activation of both primary sensory areas (i.e., S1) and frontal regions (i.e., vPM) more 946	

commonly during conscious than unconscious states. For each neuron (both in S1 and vPM) we specify a 947	

threshold benchmarking reliable neural activity as the average spike count between -500 and 0 ms post-stimuli 948	

onset plus 2 standard deviations. Similarly, the neural response is considered to be the spike-count between 0 949	

and 500 post-stimuli onset. Then, iteratively we pick a neuron from S1 and a neuron from vPM and query 950	

whether on a particular trial did neither area respond, did solely S1 respond, did solely vPM respond, or did 951	

both S1 and vPM respond. A particular S1 neuron is subsequently paired with all neurons in vPM recorded 952	

during the same session, and finally it’s mean activation patterns (e.g., S1 and vPM active, vPM active, S1 953	

active, or none) as a function of consciousness state and sensory stimulation are quantified. The same 954	

procedure is applied to vPM neurons. It must be highlighted that routinely mean firing rates are largely driven 955	

by strong responses in a few trials [33], for example), and hence demanding a response within a particular trial 956	

to exceed baseline plus 2 standard deviations is a conservative approach yielding a great number of no-957	

response trials. Nonparametric statistics are used in this analysis as data did not confirm to the assumptions 958	

made by parametric inference statistics.  959	
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 1181	
 1182	
Rationale and Computation of Integrated Information (Φ) 1183	
 1184	
From an information-theoretic perspective information is the reduction of uncertainty (Shannon, 1948). In turn, 1185	
information may be quantified by considering how a system in its current state 𝑆! constrains the system’s 1186	
potential past and future states. Figure S1 illustrates this principle form within the purview of 𝐶 at time 𝑡 for the 1187	
system with an XOR gate. Under this scenario, if 𝐶 is currently active, then at time 𝑡-1 by necessity either A 1188	
was active, B was active, A and C were active, or B and C were active (Figure S1, left panel). The probability 1189	
distribution of past states that could have been causes of 𝐶 = 1 is its cause repertoire 𝑝 𝐴𝐵𝐶!"#$ 𝐶 = 1 . On 1190	
the other hand, if it is unknown in what state 𝐶 is in, 𝑡-1 is unconstrained 𝑝!"(𝐴𝐵𝐶!"#$). A similar rationale 1191	
applies to future states wherein the current state of 𝐶 constrains its future potential states, and the effect 1192	
repertoire is thus the probability of being in any given state given that 𝐶  is current active, or 1193	
𝑝 𝐴𝐵𝐶!"#"$% 𝐶 = 1 .  The amount of information that 𝐶 = 1 specifies about the past is its cause information (CI) 1194	
and the amount it specifies about the future is its effect information (EI). CI and EI are respectively measured 1195	
as follows,  1196	
 1197	

𝐶𝐼 = 𝐸𝑀𝐷(𝑝 𝐴𝐵𝐶!!! 𝐶! = 1  || 𝑝!"(𝐴𝐵𝐶!!!)           𝐸𝑞. 1 
 1198	

𝐸𝐼 = 𝐸𝑀𝐷(𝑝 𝐴𝐵𝐶!!! 𝐶! = 1  || 𝑝!"(𝐴𝐵𝐶!!!)           𝐸𝑞. 2 
 1199	

where 𝐸𝑀𝐷  refers to earth mover’s distance (Rubner et al., 2000), the minimal cost of reshaping one 1200	
distribution (e.g., unconstrained) into the other (e.g., constrained) or area of distribution moved times the 1201	
distance moved. Finally, the total amount of cause-effect information (CEI) specified by 𝐶 = 1 is the minimum 1202	
value between CI and EI. This results from the fact that both CI and EI may act as limiting cases – an 1203	
information bottleneck – and hence minimize the CEI of the system as a whole (see Oizumi et al., 2014, for 1204	
detail). Finally, while CEI measures information, the IIT conjectures that consciousness is integrated 1205	
information. That is, information generated by the system above and beyond that generated by its constituent 1206	
parts. Hence, the system as a whole is iteratively partitioned into all possible subsystems or purviews and the 1207	
process delineated above is evaluated for each of these components. Similar to CEI, integrated information is 1208	
calculated as the 𝐸𝑀𝐷 between the cause-effect repertoire specified by the system as a whole and the cause-1209	
effect repertoire of the partitioned system. Φ is the distance between the system as a whole and the system-1210	
partitioned that makes the least difference; the minimum information partition. That is, Φ is the degree to which 1211	
the cause effect repertoire for the system as a whole differs from the next most informative partition.   1212	
 1213	
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 1214	
 1215	
Figure S1. Illustration of cause and effect repertoires and the constraints imposed on potential probability 1216	
distributions by the fact that C=1. Cause (left) and effect (right) repertoires for a system with three nodes as the one 1217	
illustrated in Figure 1, and as a function of whether the past-future is constrained to C=1 (top) or not (bottom). 1218	
 1219	
Information integration (phi, Φ) was calculated for the multisensory convergent and integrative networks using 1220	
the transitions probability matrices illustrated in Figure S2 (see below) and as implemented in PyPhi (Mayner et 1221	
al., 2017) with Python 3.4. 1222	
  1223	
Formalizing the Role of Multisensory Integration in Consciousness 1224	
 1225	
To formally ascertain the putative role multisensory integrative (vs. convergent) neurons within a network in 1226	
bearing consciousness (according to the IIT), we built two biologically inspired simple neural networks (Figure 1227	
S2A). These networks each have 3 nodes, two of which may be considered analogous to unisensory areas 1228	
(nodes A and B) and a third (node C), which receives projections from the unisensory areas and may be 1229	
considered analogous to a multisensory area. As is well established in biological systems, the multisensory 1230	
area equally projected back to unisensory areas (Bizley et al., 2007, Cappe et al., 2009, Ghazanfar and 1231	
Schroeder, 2006). The two networks were identical with exception that for one network (Figure S2A, left panel) 1232	
node C was an “XOR” gate, while for the other it was an “AND” gate (Figure S2A, right panel). The XOR gate 1233	
results in a logical “true” (or ‘1’/ ‘HIGH’) when the number of true inputs is odd. In this case, given the system 1234	
architecture, the node C would be active if on the previous time step one and only one of gates A or B was 1235	
active. Thus, node C can in principle be active following activity in either node A or B, but importantly does not 1236	
respond preferentially when both are active. On the other hand, the other network, where node C is an “AND” 1237	
gate, responds exclusively when on the precedent time-step both gates A and B were active. That is, this gate 1238	
most faithfully mimics the behavior of integrative multisensory neurons that may or may not overtly respond 1239	
indiscriminately to distinct sensory inputs, but importantly are most driven by spatio-temporally coincident 1240	
multisensory inputs. Hence, the network formed with an XOR gate (Figure S2A, left) instantiates a network with 1241	
neurons that are indiscriminant to the nature of sensory input, while in contrast the network formed with an 1242	
AND gate (Figure S2A, right) instantiates a network with neurons that integrate sensory information, i.e., 1243	
responds non-linearly to the addition of sensory stimuli from distinct modalities (Stein and Stanford, 2008, 1244	
Wallace et al., 2006). The architecture of these systems dictates the composition of transition probability 1245	
matrices (TPMs), which guides transitions between states (i.e., neurons that are ‘active’ at different time-1246	
points). In Figure S2B these TPMs have been depicted (left and right respectively for the multisensory 1247	
convergent and multisensory integrative systems) and highlighted for their distinctive features. Namely, in the 1248	
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case of the convergent network, when ABC nodes are in state 100 (respectively, A, B, and C) or 010 (green 1249	
rows), activation of the multisensory node will follow. This is not true if the convergent network is in state 110 1250	
(red row). The opposite is true for the network that integrates. Given these TPMs, Φ can be calculated when 1251	
the state of the network is ABC = 001 (multisensory node active). Results indicate that in fact a network with a 1252	
node with integrative capacity in principle may bear a greater degree of consciousness (Φ = 0.78) than one 1253	
that simply responds indiscriminately to stimuli from distinct sensory modalities (Φ = 0.25).  1254	
 1255	
 1256	
 1257	

 1258	
Figure S2. Formalizing the role of multisensory integrative neurons in bearing consciousness according to IIT. A) 1259	
Depiction of a multisensory convergent (left) and integrative (right) network. There is no connection between A and B 1260	
nodes, as these transition probability values are zero. The dashed connections leading to A and B are to illustrate that 1261	
these putative unisensory areas receive input from downstream neural areas, yet they play no role in the ITT-driven 1262	
model. B) The transition probability matrices (TPM) for a deterministic (e.g., probability is either 0 or 1) convergent (left) 1263	
and integrative (right) network are illustrated. State t is represented in the abscissa and t+1 on the ordinate. Green and 1264	
red rows are highlighted to emphasize key difference between the convergent and integrative networks, yet these 1265	
differences are not exhaustive (however do dictate the rest of differences). C) The Φ value associated with the convergent 1266	
(left) and integrative (right) TMPs as determined in PyPhi (Mayner et al., 2017). 1267	
	1268	
S1 and vPM Firing Rates as a Function of Sensory Modality and Awareness 1269	
	1270	
Regarding the firing rate, analyses on non baseline-corrected activity indicated a clear generalized decrease in 1271	
firing rate when monkeys were rendered unconscious (p<0.01 at all time points; Aware; M = 4.43 spikes/s, 1272	
S.E.M = 0.008 spikes/s; Unaware; M = 2.44 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.007), a significant difference in spiking activity 1273	
across the areas recorded between 50ms and 160ms post-stimuli onset (p<0.01, S1, M = 5.68 spikes/s, S.E.M 1274	
= 0.008 spikes/s; vPM, M = 4.88 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.006 spikes/s), and a significant main effect of stimulation 1275	
type (i.e., AT, T, A, N) between 50ms and 480ms post-stimuli onset (AT, M = 4.14 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.01 1276	
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spikes/s; T, M = 4.31 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.01 spikes/s; A, M = 3.75 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.006 spikes/s; N, M = 1277	
3.28 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.001 spikes/s). Importantly, a stimulation-type (i.e., AT, T, A, N) by area recorded (i.e., 1278	
S1 vs. vPM) interaction was also evident (p<0.01, between 60ms and 210ms post-stimuli onset), driven by the 1279	
fact that vPM responded to A stimulation (M = 3.21 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.10 spikes/s), while S1 did not (M = 1280	
2.18 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.10 spikes/s). Thus, in sum and as expected, these analyses demonstrated that 1281	
propofol silenced spiking activity generally, that neurons in S1 and vPM responded differently to distinct 1282	
sensory stimuli between 50 and 480ms post-stimuli onset, and that vPM but not S1 responded to auditory 1283	
stimulation. The baseline-corrected analyses (depicted in Figure 2, rows 1 and 3) largely demonstrated 1284	
analogous results, while indicating that the bifurcation in evoked responses (as opposed to baseline 1285	
responses, as indicated above) between states of consciousness occurred (regardless of sensory modality) 80 1286	
ms post-stimuli onset (p<0.01, averaged across 80-1000ms post-stimuli onset; Aware, M = 0.48 spikes/s, 1287	
S.E.M = 0.04; Unaware, M = 0.09 spikes/s, S.E.M = 0.01 spikes/s) and also highlighting a consciousness state 1288	
by sensory modality (p<0.01 between 40-110ms, and 200-380ms) as well as 3-way (modality, state, and area) 1289	
interaction (p<0.01, 410-610ms post-stimuli onset). The time-periods demonstrating a significant difference in 1290	
evoked activity as a function of state of consciousness are shaded in gray in Figure 1 (main text) separated by 1291	
area recorded and sensory stimulation, while the time-periods demonstrating a significant response vis-à-vis 1292	
baseline are indicated by horizontal lines in each panel (see Figure 1). 1293	
 1294	
S1 and vPM Fano Factors as a Function of Sensory Modality and Awareness 1295	
 1296	
Regarding fano factors (FFs), results demonstrated heightened variability under unaware (M = 1.45, S.E.M = 1297	
7.3e-4) than aware (M = 1.16, S.E.M = 5.6e-4) conditions (see Ecker et al., 2014 for a similar result), while 1298	
both of these were significantly greater than 1 (unaware, p < 4.76e-92; aware, p = 4.76e-92), and hence likely 1299	
exhibiting inter-trial variability above and beyond what is presumed to be attributable intrinsically to neurons 1300	
(i.e., FF = 1). Similarly, FFs were larger in S1 (M = 1.32, S.E.M = 6.91e-4) than vPM (M = 1.22, S.E.M = 5.70e-1301	
4), throughout the post-stimuli period (p<0.01, for exemption of the period between 80ms and 120ms post-1302	
stimuli onset. The period between 50ms and 270ms post-stimuli onset demonstrated a significant difference in 1303	
FFs as a function of stimulus modality (p<0.01), with the AT (M = 1.29, S.E.M = 0.02) and T (M = 1.28, S.E.M = 1304	
0.03) conditions being the less variable (AT vs. T, p = 0.58) than the A (M = 1.31, S.E.M = 0.02) and N (M = 1305	
1.33, S.E.M = 0.02) conditions (T vs. A, t = 2.03, p = 0.041; A vs. N, p = 0.43). Importantly, FFs also 1306	
demonstrated a consciousness state by recording area interaction (p<0.01, between 200ms and 320ms post-1307	
stimuli onset) and a recording area by stimulus modality interaction (p<0.01, between 50ms and 180ms post-1308	
stimuli onset). The latter interaction was driven by a main effect of stimuli modality that was sustained in S1 1309	
(p<0.01, between 50ms and 250ms, as well as 350ms and 540ms post-stimuli onset) and only transient in vPM 1310	
(p<0.01, between 110 and 140ms post-stimuli onset), while the former is attributable to a rapprochement in FF 1311	
between consciousness states in S1 and not in vPM. Indeed, this last effect is further appreciable when 1312	
correcting FFs for baseline (Figure 1) as a further quenching in variability in S1 (vs. vPM) specifically to AT and 1313	
T sensory stimulation (contrasts between aware and unaware conditions; S1; AT, p<0.01 between 160ms-1314	
200ms, T, p<0.01 between 180ms-220ms, never for A and N; vPM, never). As for firing rates, the time-periods 1315	
demonstrating a significant difference in FF as a function of state of consciousness are shaded in gray in 1316	
Figure 1 (main text) separated by area of recording and sensory stimulation type. Time-periods demonstrating 1317	
a significant quenching in FF vis-à-vis baseline are indicated by horizontal lines in each panel (see Figure 1).   1318	
 1319	
Lempel-Ziv Complexity as a Function of Sensory Modality and Awareness 1320	
 1321	
Figure 5A illustrates normalized LZ (see Andrillon et al., 2016, Noel et al., 2018, and Methods), both in its 1322	
baseline-corrected and non-corrected format, and as a function of consciousness state (aware = colored; 1323	
unaware = gray) and sensory stimulation. Regarding the non-corrected values, a 2 (consciousness state; 1324	
aware vs. unaware) x 2 (recording area; S1 vs. vPM) x 4 (stimulation type; AT, T, A, N) ANOVA most strikingly 1325	
revealed that unaware states (M = 0.88, S.E.M = 0.003) were generally more complex (p<0.01 at all time-1326	
points) than aware states (M = 0.81, S.E.M = 0.004). This analysis also revealed a main effect of recording 1327	
area between 50ms and 100ms post-stimuli onset (p<0.01), as well as a main effect of stimulation between 1328	
50ms and 250ms (p<0.01). This analysis equally indicated a significant interaction between recording area and 1329	
stimulation type (p<0.01 between 50ms and 150ms post-stimuli onset). The interaction was driven by a 1330	
significant main effect of stimulation that lasted longer (p<0.01, between 50ms and 250ms post-stimuli onset) 1331	
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in S1 than vPM (p<0.01 between 100 and 150ms). Once normalized LZ was corrected for baseline, analyses 1332	
specified a main effect of consciousness state specifically between 200 and 400ms post-stimuli onset (p<0.01), 1333	
indicating that not only was overall LZ different across consciousness states, but the evoked nature of this 1334	
measure equally differed. This main effect was driven by the AT and T conditions, where complexity returned 1335	
to it’s baseline value more readily under unaware (AT, and T, return to baseline at 300ms) than aware states 1336	
(AT and T, return to baseline at 350ms). The rest of statistical contrasts followed the same pattern as for the 1337	
non-corrected values. The time-periods demonstrating a significant difference in evoked activity as a function 1338	
of state of consciousness are shaded in gray in Figure 5A separated by area recorded and sensory stimulation, 1339	
while the time-periods demonstrating a significant response vis-à-vis baseline are indicated by horizontal lines 1340	
in each panel (see Figure 5A). In sum, therefore, the state of awareness is seemingly indexed in spiking 1341	
activity by an overall lower level of LZ complexity (see Figure 5A, non-corrected normalized LZ), as well as by 1342	
a more sustained negative deflection evoked by sensory stimulation (see Andrillon et al., 2016, for a similar 1343	
observation).  1344	
 1345	
Percentage of Trials Evoking Significant Firing in S1 and vPM as a Function of Sensory Modality and 1346	
Awareness 1347	
 1348	
The percentage of trials that resulted in significant firing of S1 neuron was altered by the sensory modality of 1349	
the stimuli presented and the consciousness level of the monkey. In particular, results demonstrated a main 1350	
effect of consciousness state (Z=1294, p<0.001), stimulation modality (χ2=51.52, p<0.001), and an interaction 1351	
between these variables (χ2=80.99, p<0.001). The interaction was driven by a significant main effect of stimuli 1352	
type during consciousness (χ2 =91.18, p<0.001), but not unconsciousness (χ2=4.07, p=0.19). Regarding 1353	
significant activation of pre-frontal cortex neurons, once again results demonstrated further activation 1354	
consciously (M=6.9%) than unconsciously (M=3.1%; Z=1319, p<0.001), a main effect of stimulation type 1355	
(χ2=105.7, p<0.001), and an interaction between these variables (χ2 = 233.11, p < 0.001). The interaction was 1356	
driven by differential trial-activation percentages as a function of stimulation type when the monkeys were 1357	
conscious (χ2 =133.7, p<0.001) but not unconscious (χ2= 7.51, p=0.08). 1358	
 1359	


